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ANEMIA TEACHING FOR MAASAI. -DRAFT 1 

 

Teaching format to be similar to that of sexual health, as used January 09, and the methods should incorporate aspects of adult learning as explored at the 

workshop for health professionals at 4 day workshop Mtu Am Bu that month. Attention should therefore be given to prior invitation by the community 

and their leaders, respect of cultural diversity, adult learning versus child learning, presentation skills and assessment of the educational methods with 

adaptation. 

 

The presentation will use similar cut-out figures as before, adapted for the aim to promote understanding of how blood is made and the importance of it 

for health. It will then demonstrate how simple testing can show the health worker how good their blood is and how this can be helped. 

 

The aim of the presenter should always be also to be interactive. To ask open questions, check to clarify that they are understood. And when challenged 

should be creative, but truthful with answers to not minimise or mock at others’ beliefs, more to adapt medical “knowledge” to their understanding.  

 

Proposed format 

 

     

Presenter’s role Says Response and waiting Shows 

Introduction The people/ driver etc   

 Why are we here?   

 We want to tell you about blood for 

everyone, and why it is important 

now 

  

 Why is important for you? 

 

PERHAPS SUGGEST THAT  the 

drought last year made the people 

weak and so we want them to be 

stronger 

Listen, agree, 

congratulate the right 

answers 

 

Why is blood important What is this?  Goat, cow pictures 

 What happens if you cut it? “bleeds” -------------yes! Show knife, show pool blood 

  Dies”--------------------

yes! 

Show dead goat  

 Is loosing blood good for the goat?   

 Who is this?  Shows pictures Maasai man woman and child 

 What happens if we cut ourselves?  Move pool blood picture 

 Is this good for us? Be prepared for an  
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answer of yes! How 

would you respond? 

 Can we die if we loose blood?   

If we loose blood by 

cutting, can we loose 

blood other ways?  

Listen to answers. Repeat and 

congratulate if right. 

  

Other ways to loose 

blood 

Tell them about childbirth, placenta 

loss and can die 

 Picture pregnant woman. Newborn baby, placenta fdn 

again pool of blood. 

 Malaria.   Picture of someone with headache and fever 

 Worms in the gut  Child with big belly. Gut and small worms in the poo. 

 Does anyone know what words we 

have to speak about poor blood? Not 

enough blood? 

 Write names up for this. In Swahili, Maasai and English 

Assess knowledge 

anemia 

How do we feel if our blood is not 

good enough? 

  

 Congratulate if they get weak , tired, 

pale colour. Maybe also fast heart 

rate and swollen ankles 

 Pictres of weak or tired maasai 

We can make oursel ves 

healthier if our bodies 

make more blood. 

Does the body make blood like this?  Water / add cochineal. 

 No! our bodies use up good things 

that we eat to make good blood.do 

you know what ? 

 Then add meat picture.. a green vegetable.OR preferably 

get some meat./ liver etc.  

 These things have iron Do they believe you?  

Say is changed in the 

food 

1 adult has same as 1 nail, same as this cube of meat to eat 

once a month.. 

 Who would need more iron? Wait for answers Pictures pregnant woman, child with worms, Maasai with 

wound and malaria person 

 If we do not eat enough what can the 

doctor do? 

 Iron tablets. Not too many. Careful to only give the right 

amount. Not safe of you eat too many tablets.careful- it 

can make you vomit. It is safer to have good diet. Show 

them an iron tablet 

How can the doctor tell if 

you are anemic? 

We can show you the tests that 

Doctor Penny and Melonie have 

 Show them strips and big version colour chart  
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brought for the doctors to use 

Demonstate the test Do one of team first  then Ask for  

volunteer, 

Does it hurt a little? Show result. 

Discuss what the health worker can then do to help. 

    

    

       


